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Experimental verification of homogeneity
in polymer gels

Takamasa Sakai

The realization of an ideal polymer network that is free from heterogeneity is one of the ultimate goals in polymer science.

Heterogeneity is known to be an inherent property of polymer networks. To realize an ideal polymer network, we need to develop

methods to achieve a homogeneous network structure and to confirm the network homogeneity. This is a dilemma, as the

former method needs to be verified by the latter method, while the latter method needs to be examined by the former method.

To resolve this situation, a series of studies on polymer networks with well-defined properties is needed. We recently designed

and fabricated novel Tetra-polyethyleneglycol (PEG) hydrogels. Characterization by small angle neutron scattering, infrared

spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance and tearing experiments indicates that Tetra-PEG gels have highly suppressed

heterogeneity. In this review, we show a series of experimental results from Tetra-PEG gels and discuss the results in terms of

network homogeneity. Finally, using Tetra-PEG gels as a model system, we examine models for predicting the elastic modulus

of polymer gels and show that Tetra-PEG gels are useful as a model system for evaluating models that predict the physical

properties of polymer networks.
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INTRODUCTION

Polymer gels consist of three-dimensional (3D) polymer networks
that are swollen in solvent. Because the polymer chains in 3D polymer
networks are connected by cross-links, the structure of gels is
distinctly different compared with that of uncross-linked polymer
melts and polymer solutions. 3D polymer networks are inherently
heterogeneous. This heterogeneity results from transient heterogeneity
in the polymer chains, which normally decays over a finite period of
time but becomes immobilized during cross-linking. Heterogeneity in
3D polymer networks is categorized based on size as being either
global or local (Figures 1a and b). Global heterogeneity, which is also
called spatial heterogeneity, is the heterogeneous distribution of
polymer segments on the order of tens of nanometers to several
micrometers.1–3 Spatial heterogeneity is detected as excess scattering
in a variety of scattering analyses. In contrast, local heterogeneity is
the result of defects formed by a small number of chains, such as
trapped entanglements and connectivity defects (Figures 1c and d).4–6

Local heterogeneity is difficult to detect and is detected as a
discrepancy in physical properties compared with model
predictions. Importantly, before the detection of heterogeneity, such
models need to be validated using homogenous polymer networks
(that is, ideal polymer networks). However, the homogeneity of a
polymer network cannot be verified without knowing the correct
model. To overcome this dilemma, a series of studies on polymer
networks with controlled network structures is needed. The most

popular approach for realizing controlled polymer network structures
is ‘the model network system,’ in which 3D polymer networks are
formed from telechelic prepolymers and multi-functional
crosslinkers.7–9 Because telechelic prepolymers have a defined degree
of polymerization and multi-functional crosslinkers have a defined
functionality, the achievement of a homogeneous polymer network is
expected. However, even in these model networks, excess scattering
and systematic disagreement between predicted and experimental
physical properties have been observed,10,11 suggesting the existence of
global and local heterogeneity.
Recently, we improved the model network system and designed

Tetra-polyethyleneglycol (PEG) gels.12–21 Tetra-PEG gels are formed
from mutually reactive tetra-armed PEG prepolymers in an aqueous
solution (AB-type crosslink coupling, Figure 1e). The prepolymers
have amine and activated ester end groups, resulting in linking
through amide bonds. In this system, the reaction rate is controlled by
tuning the pH of the aqueous solution.17,19 As far as we know, the
Tetra-PEG gel system offers three advantages over conventional model
network systems. The first advantage is rate control over reaction
conversion, which allows for the homogeneous mixing of
prepolymers. The second advantage is the presence of solvent.
Solvent gives fluidity to the pregel solution and further contributes
to the homogenous mixing of the two prepolymers. Solvent also
prevents the overlapping of chains, which leads to the inhibition of
trapped entanglements. The third advantage is the shape of the
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prepolymers, which does not allow the formation of back-biting loop
structures. Collectively, these advantages impart homogeneity to the
Tetra-PEG gel network structure. We formed Tetra-PEG gels under a
variety of conditions and investigated their global and local structures,
and we found that Tetra-PEG gels have a homogeneous network
structure under appropriate conditions. In this review, we present
a series of experimental results and discuss the homogeneity of
Tetra-PEG gels.

SPATIAL HETEROGENEITY

Spatial heterogeneity is the static density fluctuation in polymer gels
and is the most common heterogeneity in polymer gels. This
heterogeneity is observed as excess scattering in small angle neutron
scattering and static light scattering measurements, and the size scale
is from several tens of nanometers to several micrometers. The
scattering curves of conventional polymer gels are represented by the
superposition of the Ornstein–Zernike function,22 which corresponds
to scattering from the homogeneous polymer solution, and the
squared Lorentz or Gauss functions, which are representative of the
excess scattering:5,23

IðqÞ ¼ Drð Þ2RTf2

NAMos

1

1þ x2q2
ð1Þ

I qð Þ ¼ Drð Þ2RTf2

NAMOS

Ahetero

1þ�2q2ð Þ2
ð2Þ

where (Dr)2 is the scattering length density difference square between
the polymer and solvent, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature, NA is Avogadro’s number, j is the polymer volume
fraction, MOS is the longitudinal modulus, x is the correlation length
of the network, X is the characteristic size of heterogeneities in the gel,

and Ahetero is a constant representing the contribution of frozen
heterogeneity and is independent of q. In contrast, the scattering
curve of Tetra-PEG gels is reproduced only by the Ornstein–Zernike
function in the region o200 nm.24 Although excess scattering was
observed in the region 4200 nm, the q-dependence of excess
scattering of Tetra-PEG gels (I(q)Bq�2) is much lower than that of
conventional polymer gels (I(q)Bq�4). In addition, even in the
equilibrium-swollen state, where spatial heterogeneity is emphasized,
no appreciable excess scattering was observed25 (Figure 2). These data
strongly suggest highly suppressed spatial heterogeneity in Tetra-PEG
gels. The near-absence of spatial heterogeneity allows us to investigate
the relationship between physical properties and structures in the
following sections.

CONNECTIVITY HETEROGENEITY

When we focus on the local connectivity of the polymer network, we
can imagine substructures including the perfect crosslink (Figure 3b),
an unreacted end (Figure 3c), double links (Figure 3d), triple links
(Figure 3e) and so on, where substructures other than perfect cross-
links are connectivity defects. Among these substructures, unreacted
ends are the primary source of connectivity heterogeneity. We can
estimate the fraction of unreacted ends from the reaction conversion
(p). Using infrared spectroscopy, we directly measured the concentra-
tions of unreacted groups ([carboxyl]) and reacted groups ([amide]),
and estimated p as p¼ [amide]/([amide]þ [carboxyl]) (Figure 3a).13

We tuned the molecular weights (M) and initial polymer volume
fraction (f0) of the prepolymers. The values of p were up to 0.9, and
no appreciable dependence on f0 was observed. It should be noted
that p was almost constant below and above the overlap concentration
of the prepolymers (f*). Thus, we can achieve high-reaction
conversion up to 0.9, even below f*. Furthermore, our analysis of

Spacial Heterogeneity ~ 100nm Local Heterogeneity ~ nm

Figure 1 Heterogeneity of polymer gels categorized into (a) spatial heterogeneity (B100nm) and (b) local heterogeneity (Bnm). Local heterogeneity

includes (c) trapped entanglements, (d) dangling ends and other connectivity defects. (e) Schematic illustration of tetra-polyethyleneglycol gel.
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the reaction kinetics revealed that this reaction proceeds as a second
order reaction of amine and activated ester with a constant reaction
rate from initiation to completion, regardless of the gelation

threshold. These results suggest that the prepolymers are premixed
homogeneously and react efficiently.
In addition, we investigated the higher order connectivity

heterogeneity (Figures 3d and e) by 1H multiple-quantum nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy.26 We, for the first time, observed
quantized spectra originating from different orders of connectivity
heterogeneity. The fraction of prepolymers with perfect cross-links
was up to 0.7. The fractions of prepolymers with defects
corresponding to unreacted ends or other structures were 0.1 and
0.2, respectively. Although there is connectivity heterogeneity in
Tetra-PEG gels, the degree of heterogeneity is highly suppressed
compared with other polymer gels. This series of studies is the first
experimental detection and categorization of the connectivity
heterogeneity of polymer gels.

ELASTICALLY EFFECTIVE CHAINS

To predict the mechanical properties of Tetra-PEG gels, we need to
distinguish whether a strand is elastically effective. An elastically
effective chain is defined as a strand connecting two active cross-
links.27,28 An active crosslink is defined as a junction point having
more than three connections to the macroscopic body and is assumed
to deform in the same manner as the macroscopic deformation. It
should be noted that an arm being connected to the macroscopic
body is different from an arm being connected to the next arm; the
former case includes the latter case, but the opposite is not true.
Miller and Macosko29 applied a tree-like approximation to estimate
the connectivity of an arm to the macroscopic body . Their model was
developed based on the recursive nature of the branching process and
on elementary probability laws with the following three assumptions:
(1) all functional groups of the same type are equally reactive, (2) all
groups react independently of one another and (3) no intramolecular
reactions occur in finite species. The Tetra-PEG gel system is
considered an AB-type stepwise copolymerization of tetra-
functional prepolymers (A4 and B4). Under the stoichiometric

Figure 3 (a) Reaction conversion (p) of 5k, 10k, 20k and 40k tetra-

polyethyleneglycol gels. Schematic pictures of local connectivity: (b) perfect

crosslink, (c) an unreacted end, (d) double links and (e) triple links. Arrows

indicate that these arms lead out to the macroscopic body (reproduced from

Akagi et al.30 with permission from the American Chemical Society).

Figure 2 Series of SANS intensity functions for tetra-polyethyleneglycol (PEG) gels at swelling equilibrium for (a) 5k (b) 10k, (c) 20k and (d) 40k tetra-PEG
gels. The solid lines denote the results of curve fitting with Ornstein–Zernike functions (reproduced from Matsunaga et al.24 with permission from the

American Chemical Society).
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condition of A4 and B4, this reaction is reduced to a stepwise
homopolymerization of A4. Here, we consider the probability that
one of the four arms leads out to a ‘finite’ chain (P(Fout)), which
corresponds to one of the four arms leading out to the macroscopic
body. P(Fout) is given by the sum of the probabilities that an arm is
reacted to the next arm and then three of four arms on the next
prepolymer leads out to a ‘finite’ chain, and that an arm does not
react with the next arm:

P Foutð Þ ¼ p � P Foutð Þ3 þ 1� pð Þ ð3Þ

where p is the reaction efficiency. By solving this equation, we obtain

P Foutð Þ ¼ 1

p
� 3

4

� �1
2

� 1

2
: ð4Þ

Using P(Fout), the probability that a given tetra-arm polymer belongs
to active cross-links through three and four arms (P(X3) and P(X4)) is
represented as

P X3ð Þ ¼ 4C3 � P Foutð Þ � 1� P Foutð Þ½ �3 ð5Þ

P X4ð Þ ¼ 1� P Foutð Þ½ �4: ð6Þ

The concentrations of cross-links (m) and elastically effective chains

(n) are represented as follows,

m ¼ c � P X3ð Þþ P X4ð Þð Þ ð7Þ

n ¼ c � 3

2
� P X3ð Þþ 2 � P X4ð Þ

� �
: ð8Þ

where c represents the molar concentration of the tetra-arm polymer
in the unit volume of material. Using Equations 3–8, we can estimate
m and n from the value of p.

TRAPPED ENTANGLEMENTS

Because trapped entanglements cannot be undone, even after a long
period of time, these defects influence the mechanical properties. In
the case of tearing, trapped entanglements are expected to act as
pseudo-cross-links because the polymer chains in the vicinity of a
crack tip are fully stretched.28 Thus, we performed tearing tests on
trouser-shaped specimens to investigate trapped entanglements.30,31

Each specimen was pulled at a constant speed (500mmmin�1),
and the tearing force (F) was recorded. The fracture energy (T0) is
given as32

T0 ¼
2F

h
ð9Þ

where h is the thickness of the gel sample. The tearing force F
fluctuated during the experiment, showing stick-slip-like behavior.
We computed T0 from the minimum values of F, which indicates
the minimum energy required to propagate a crack. The obtained T0
corresponded to the equilibrium values without time effects, as no
appreciable difference was noted for different crosshead speeds.
The most popular model for predicting T0 of elastomeric materials

is the Lake–Thomas model.33 The Lake–Thomas model describes T0

as the energy needed to break the chemical bonds per unit cross-
section on the fracture surface as

T0 ¼
3

8

� �1=2

nLNU ð10Þ

where L is the displacement length, N is the degree of polymerization
of network strands and U is the energy required to rupture a
monomer unit. This model assumes that L is related to the end-to-
end distance of the network strand according to LER0EaN1/2 (a,
monomer length) and that U is the sum of the bond energies in a
monomeric unit. According to the Lake–Thomas model, two scaling
relationships are expected for polymer gels without trapped entangle-
ments: T0Bn and LBN1/2. However, for polymer gels with trapped
entanglements, the scaling relationships change to T0B(nþ e) and
LBNe

1/2, where e is the number density of pseudo-cross-links and
Ne is the degree of polymerization of neighboring cross-links or
pseudo-cross-links.
We estimated T0 for 5k, 10k, 20k and 40k Tetra-PEG gels with

different values of f0 and plotted these values against n estimated
from a tree-like approximation (Figure 4a). The change in n for each
symbol is derived from a change in f0. For each Tetra-PEG gel, T0

increased linearly with an increase in n, suggesting the absence of
trapped entanglements. The values of L were then estimated from the
slopes of the curves for 5k, 10k, 20k and 40k Tetra-PEG gels. Here, we
used U¼ 1.0� 106 (Jmol�1) and N¼ 57, 114, 227 and 454 gmol�1

for the 5k, 10k, 20k and 40k Tetra-PEG gels, respectively.30 Figure 4b
shows L for Tetra-PEG gels with different N. L increased from 13 to
33nm with an increase in N. R0 values for virtual network chains with
a polymerization degree of N, which correspond to L in the original
Lake–Thomas model are also shown. The values of L and R0 showed
similar magnitude and N-dependence, also suggesting the absence of

Figure 4 (a) T0 as a function of n in the tetra-polyethyleneglycol (PEG) gels

(5k, rhombus; 10k, circle; 20k, square; 40k, triangle). Linear fitting of the

data is shown as dotted lines. (b) L as a function of N in tetra-PEG gels.

The solid line corresponds to a fit line for a power function (LBN0.45), and

the dashed line is the guide showing the computed R0 of network chains

with polymerization degrees of N (reproduced from Akagi et al.31 with

permission from the American Institute of Physics).
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trapped entanglements. From these results, we conclude that there are
no appreciable trapped entanglements in Tetra-PEG gels for this
experimental condition.

EXAMINATION OF MODELS FOR ELASTIC MODULUS

In the above sections, we assessed the homogeneity of Tetra-PEG gels.
Overall, spatial heterogeneity is highly suppressed and the quantity of
trapped entanglements is so small that we can ignore the effect of
trapped entanglements on the physical properties. Now, we can
calculate the concentration of elastically effective chains simply from
the concentration of prepolymers and the reaction conversion using a
tree-like approximation (Equations 3–8). In this section, we examine
models predicting the elastic modulus, which is one of the simplest
physical properties of polymer gels.
There are three popular models predicting the elastic modulus:

the affine,27 phantom34 and junction affine35 network models.

Gaf ¼ nkBT Affine networkmodelð Þ ð11Þ

Gph ¼ n� mð ÞkBT Phantomnetworkmodelð Þ ð12Þ

The differences between these models derive from assumptions
regarding the fluctuation of cross-links. The affine model assumes
that cross-links are firmly connected to the macroscopic body and
that network strands deform in the same manner as the macroscopic
deformation. However, the phantom network model assumes that
cross-links fluctuate and that the deformation of the network strands
is suppressed by this fluctuation. The junction affine model is an
intermediate between these two models. For a perfect tetra-functional
polymer network, the prediction of the affine network model is two
times larger than that of the phantom network model. Despite this
discrepancy, we do not know the required conditions or even the
validity of each model.
To examine these models, we performed tensile testing on the 5k,

10k, 20k and 40k Tetra-PEG gels and estimated the elastic modulus

(G) from the initial slope of the stress (s)-elongation (l) curve.30 The
variation in G, Gaf and Gph was plotted against f0 in Figure 5, where
Gaf and Gph were calculated from Equations 11 and 12. Gaf and Gph

increased linearly with increasing f0, reflecting the constant p. For the
10k and 20k Tetra-PEG gels, good correlation between Gph and G was
observed over a wider range than for the other gels. In the higher
concentration region, however, G was slightly larger than Gph. For the
5k Tetra-PEG gel, the downward deviation of G from Gph was
increasingly pronounced with decreasing f0. However, G seemed to
approach Gph asymptotically in the high-f0 region. The 40k Tetra-
PEG gel showed distinct behavior, as G was above Gph and close to
Gaf. Taken together, phantom-like behavior was observed for the
condition of low Mn and f0, whereas affine-like behavior was
observed for high Mn and f0.

Figure 5 Variation of G, Gaf and Gph as a function of f0 ((a) 5k, (b) 10k, (c) 20k (d) 40k). The values of Gaf and Gph are calculated from Equations 11 and

12 (G, squares; Gaf, circles; Gph, triangles; reproduced from Akagi et al.30 with permission from the American Chemical Society).

Figure 6 Normalized elastic modulus (G/Gaf) as a function of the

normalized polymer volume fraction (f0/f*) (5k, rhombus; 10k, circle; 20k,

square; 40k, triangle; reproduced from Akagi et al.30 with permission from

the American Chemical Society).
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The above trend implies the importance of considering the over-
lapping polymer volume fraction of prepolymers (f*). Thus, we
plotted G/Gaf against f0/f* (Figure 6). In this figure, phantom and
affine network model predictions are the flat lines showing
G/Gaf¼ 0.5 (dashed line) and 1 (dotted line), respectively. All of the
data fall onto a single curve, suggesting the validity of the normal-
ization by f*. In the range from f* to 3.0f*, the elastic moduli are
well predicted by the phantom network model. The downward
deviation below f* implies the formation of elastically ineffective
loops (G/GafB(f0/f*)2.0).36 However, in the range above 3.0f*, G/
Gaf increased with increasing f0 as G/GafB(f0/f*)0.5 and approached
1.0. Typically, an increase in G/Gaf with an increase in f0 can be
attributed to the introduction of trapped entanglements. However,
trapped entanglements are negligible in Tetra-PEG gels. Thus, these
data indicate that the model shifts from the phantom to the affine
network model with an increase in f0. This shift is likely owing to the
fluctuation of crosslinking points being suppressed by the increased
polymer networks.

CONCLUSIONS

In this review, we presented the results of small angle neutron
scattering, infrared, nuclear magnetic resonance and tearing experi-
ments on Tetra-PEG gels with tuned molecular weight of network
strands and polymer volume fraction. Through the analyses, we
concluded that Tetra-PEG gels formed at the optimal conditions have
extremely suppressed heterogeneity and can be treated as near-ideal
polymer networks. To our knowledge, this is the first experimental
verification of homogeneity in polymer gels. Then, using Tetra-PEG
gels as a model system, we observed for the first time a shift in the
elastic modulus from the phantom to the affine network models with
an increase in polymer volume fraction. Tetra-PEG gels will be useful
as a model system for the examination of models and theories
predicting other physical properties of polymer gels.
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